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Sexual Obsession and
Resulting Offenses
While nobody has liberty (even with sexual consent) to behave
morally improperly, or offensively toward a co-worker,
acquaintance, or stranger, there are some extenuating factors,
which need to be realized that can provoke or lead to morally
wrong actions by one person to another.
Also, it is important to note the fact that a man is normally more
easily aroused than a woman, contributing to more frequent
occurrences of sex related misconduct, or incidents. Recognition
of another certain biological and associated mental fact of life, is
essential to understand, when considering a matter of
impropriety, or violation of private, personal intimate rights.
That is, that the sexual makeup of the human species involves the
reality of a powerful body and mind urge, or driving force that can
take place when stimulated (imagined, or actual) by the natural
physical attraction of a person of the opposite sex. It is further
enhanced by personality traits, and mannerisms, etc., and various
accouterments, i.e., clothing, adornments, and perfume.
To control or curb the natural physical and mental impulses of the
sex drive, is not an easy thing for many people to manage at
times, and not yield to--at least in some manner or degree!
While I have no professional qualifications for discussion of the
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subject, could I make an appeal to female employees, especially,
since the allegations are becoming something of a crisis situation?
I'm sure they can think for themselves, but would they consider
the obvous thing they could do to help alleviate the problem?
That is, by making a conscious resolve to be more modest in their
appearance. This may sound too doubtful, or simplistic to work,
but what else can be done to deal with this critical problem?
Would not less attention-getting allurement, prevent some of the
enticement effect of female appearance? Of which, I mean the
wearing of tight dresses, skirts and shorts, and breast emphasis,
including cleavage exposure, whether a common habit, or not,
that must have an increased sexual effect on men.
Of course, Hollywood in particular, and TV productions have
increasingly pushed the sex aspect beyond decent limits, for
decades, as in late night comedy shows. And, there are some
regular TV news and talk show scenes with open, unshielded
seating arrangements, as in Fox's "Outnumbered" show, that
accentuate the problem!
With the current attention given to sex offense allegations, I'm
sure that most women know the temptation, and provocation
factor in the bold, suggestive dress styles, and cosmetic beauty
obsession that prevails in society today!
And, for the good it could do for the country, would they not opt
to resist the some of the creations of the dominating, trendsetting, conscienceless fashion designers? Who, whether they
know it or not, or care, certainly at times serve the devil more
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than God, who has a lot to say about the principle of modesty vs.
vanity (excess beauty attention, etc.). And, sexual oriented
advertising pervades the media by every means available!
Consider this: a man who may have to dress for business, even a
TV or film appearance, can get up in the morning and prepare for
work in an hour, whereas it would take many women twice that
long to go through their beautification ritual! Isn't that at least a
questionable excessive habit?
It can hardly be argued that we live in an accelerated sex-oriented
culture today. Besides the damage it is doing now, what kind of
example, or legacy does that set for future generations? And, it is
only likely that unchecked, it will get worse!
If we don't put the brakes on, and pull back from the overly
permissive life styles that we follow (which is more than dress, of
course), then we could well end up with the dissolution of society
that helped cause the downfall of prior empires in the world, that
no longer exist!
Surely, most of the blame must be placed on the male side of this
dilemma that is developing all around us. Also, the political
reason for the exposure of the problem cannot be overlooked.
For, just as the Democrat Party has heavily overplayed the false
race card, against the Republicans, now there is the diversion to
exposing alleged sexual misconduct, which can also be exploited
and "weaponized" by both parties! "Thanks" in part, to the
creation of "fake news", that is now permitted in the broadcast,
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and publication industries!
Therefore, is it not logical, and important that women could do
something effective enough to conceivably help prevent a
significant amount of this serious problem from continuing?
While it may be seen as an undesired personal sacrifice, doesn't
the harmfulness of the problem need at least a concerted effort
to counteract it?
It is certainly true that too many men have not been able to
adequately control their innate weakness in question, and need
the help of women restraining some of their excesses which,
admittedly or not, contribute in no small measure to this critical
issue in our lives!
There have been historical occurrences of practically unlimited
sexual preoccupation overtaking certain societies in the world. It
isn't difficult to believe that something like that could happen to
us, nationally, if we do not try harder to remove and restrain this
particular temptation, before we might let it go too far?
The situation strongly indicates that we are playing with fire, and
if we neglect the warnings we've been given, and continue to fan
the flames of uncontrolled passions, we could cross the line of a
"point of no return", thus probably destroying the prospects of
the nation attaining the normal "good life" again, that most of
mankind has had the comparative privilege of living for centuries.
Please, ladies, think thoughtfully on this potentially rampant
problem, so that men and women could work together in any way
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possible, to hopefully be able to combat, and reduce this socially
threatening national disgrace. I may be naive to think it is
possible, but If we don't do smething about it, It doesn't take
much imagination, or logical thinking to foresee the increased
damage and destruction that could come to our families, our jobs,
our social relationships, and who knows what else!
This is not a new problem, but the sudden revelation of cases of a
condition that has existed throughout the history of civilization!
And, who can honestly deny that a faithful marital relationship,
and family can be too valuable and fulfilling, to risk on lustful
extra-marital indulgences that betray, and damage, if not destroy
that God-ordained institution?
Other sexual extremes are typically displayed in movie, TV,
internet, magazine, and newspaper reporting and advertising, so
that we are barraged with the sex theme everywhere we turn,
whether wanted, or not! It is not uncommon for talk show hosts,
especially radio programs, to use crude sex references in their
reporting, and commentaries. And, then there is the tee shirt
mania, with logos, etc., of which, one may often be reluctant to
observe the wording, and imagery!.
Try watching sporting events, without scantily clad, body
emphasizing girls, going through obvious suggestive gyrations and
dance movements. There are, however, some cheerleading
squads that are more modestly dressed, but they are an
exception. And, public beaches are swarming with half-naked
bodies. Is it really any wonder that sexual misconduct is
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frequently happening in one way or another in the country, and
the world? We cannot rightfully legislate morality, but we could
collectively practice a lot more of it!
May the Lord help us to see the critical nature of this problem and
make us willing and able to overcome this impending personal,
and national threat to a morally compatible, responsible way of
life. Amen!
Everett Falvey, a concerned citizen
efal@comcast.net
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